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How do you know if an artist is good or
bad? Just look at his or her works! City Art
Search – the best way to explore great art!
City Art Search – the best way to explore
great art! Location: USA Last updated:

August 14, 2015 5. Welcome to Art Search
Size: 3.5 MB Languages: English Antivirus:
Yes How do you know if an artist is good or
bad? Just look at his or her works! This app
gives you an unprecedented virtual tour of

the world's art galleries, museums, and
cultural centers, so you can find out what's
cool and rare in the world of art. The app
provides information on over 50 million

artworks and keeps it updated on a daily
basis. Just enter a museum name, artist or
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art gallery and get all the information you
need about artworks, exhibitions, artists,

art galleries, museums and cultural
centers: - What artwork is this? - Who is
this artist? - What kind of art gallery is

this? - What exhibitions do they have? -
Where was this artwork made? - How

much was this artwork sold for? - What
other pieces of art are in this gallery? - Are

there any other pictures of the artist on
the gallery? - What other exhibitions are

you interested in? To explore the gallery’s
interior, the app provides information

about artworks and exhibits, as well as
allows you to download high-resolution

images for use as your lock screen
background: - The work of art - Artist's
name - The gallery name - The artist's
name - Artwork's description - Date of

creation - Date of the exhibition - Price -
Size of the artwork - Displayed in the

gallery - Artwork's scale - Call number (the
location where the artwork is kept) -
Number in the show (the number of

artworks in this exhibition) - Title of the
exhibition - Date of the exhibition -

Gallery's interior (if your phone has GPS
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and it works well, the location of the
gallery will be shown) - Gallery's rating
(based on the star rating system of the
gallery) - Number of awards won by the
gallery (based on the number of awards

won by the artist) - Size of awards won by
the gallery (based on the number of

awards won by the

City Art Search

Forget about a password! City Art Search
brings you all kinds of the most beautiful
pieces of architecture and art in the world

right from the comfort of your PC. No
matter what your favorite piece of art is,

City Art Search will allow you to see it in a
high resolution and find detailed

information about it. You can even see the
original from where the picture was taken.

City Art Search features: ✔ Large and
exhaustive database of works of art ✔
Large collection of images and detailed

descriptions of the selected piece of art ✔
Application designed to be used both on
desktop and mobile devices ✔ Library of
images that can be used as a lock screen
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background ✔ For your convenience: you
can download images as a ZIP archive and

add any item to your favorites ✔ Easy
navigation and search ✔ All the most

beautiful places in the world with a single
click: every neighborhood, city and

country ✔ The most beautiful sculptures,
paintings and more in every major city in
the world ✔ City Art Search is absolutely

free for individual use ✔ Unlimited number
of searches and free traffic (1,000 free

searches) ✔ Language support for English,
Spanish, French, Italian, German, Polish

and others ✔ Works can be downloaded as
a ZIP archive for backing up and restoring

✔ Over 150 languages in the Library or
catalog ✔ City Art Search web page: ✔

Watch out for the availability of the
application in your language ✔ Supports
Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8,

Windows 7 SP1, Windows Server 2008 R2,
Windows Server 2012 and all the editions

of Windows XP. ✔ City Art Search is
available for Windows 10, Windows 8.1,
Windows 8, Windows 7 SP1, Windows

Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012 and
all the editions of Windows XP, for free.
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Follow all the projects that are related to
City Art Search on Twitter: Don’t forget
about City Art Search’s Facebook page:
Don’t forget to take a look at City Art
Search’s blog: This is the second of a

series of short movies that I produced at
Mumbai University, which shows how I
conduct research in the context of The

Creative City research aa67ecbc25
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City Art Search Crack+

You don't need an art degree to appreciate
great paintings, sculptures and
architectural wonders, but seeing them in
person is not always an option. Thankfully,
you can still learn everything about them
without even leaving home. Placing an
extensive database of artworks at your
fingertips, City Art Search makes it
remarkably simple to find whatever you
are interested in, get detailed information
about famous artists’ works and even
download high-resolution images that can
be set as your lock screen background.
Browse through an impressive database
using an intuitive set of tools When you
launch the application for the first time,
you will be presented with an interactive
map and some filter suggestions to get
started. If you already know what you are
looking for, however, just start typing and
select the best result from the right-hand
panel. City Art Search lets you filter the
database using numerous parameters,
such as artist, nationality, city, gallery,
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movement, tags and so on. Even if you
know very little about art, you should have
no problem finding that you are interested
in. View high-quality images and detailed
descriptions Once you have found an
artwork, whether it is a painting, sculpture
or structure, the application will provide
you with a high-resolution image and
description from Wikimedia. For some
works, their scale is also indicated in the
bottom-right corner. You can download
images, as well as add any item to your
list of favorites. If you are planning a trip
and want to make sure you don't forget
about an interesting artwork, this feature
can prove very helpful. Set up slideshows
and use images as your lock screen
background After getting search results
based on the provided parameters, you
can have the application start a slideshow,
letting you admire the works in fullscreen
mode, with a customizable slide duration.
What's more, images from your favorites
or search results, as well as random
selections, can be used as your lock
screen background. The refresh interval
can be set to values between 15 minutes
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and 24 hours. Overall, City Art Search is a
well-designed application for desktop and
mobile devices that enables you to explore
an extensive collection of artworks from
the comfort of your home. It features a
very intuitive user interface, and it also
allows you to personalize the appearance
of the Windows lock screen. City Art
Search Screenshot City Art Search app vs.
City Art Search What is new in this
release?: 1.

What's New In City Art Search?

• Explore an extensive art collection from
around the world • Intuitive user interface
• Very easy to use • Very detailed images
• Great choice of editable lock screen
backgrounds • Nice animations • Unique
collection We have designed a 100% free
application for Windows users who want to
have a quick look at a catalog of artworks.
This application may be installed on your
computer desktop and/or your mobile
device. City Art Search is free to download
and try and gives you access to 3
exclusive artworks for free, but you can
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use to download premium images and to
unlock specific features. City Art Search
features: • Explore an extensive art
collection from around the world • Intuitive
user interface • Very easy to use • Very
detailed images • Great choice of editable
lock screen backgrounds • Nice
animations • Unique collection • Free to
try • Over 400.000 artworks City Art
Search: Application Description City Art
Search is a free, open-source application
designed for Android and iPhone devices
that allows users to explore a database of
3,000,000+ pieces of art, looking for
inspiration or just in case you forgot what
you wanted to paint. It is available in six
different languages. Features: - Explore an
extensive art collection from around the
world - Rich representation of artworks’
metadata (location and history), as well as
links to external websites - Easy to use: 3
filters, search, map, favorites, zoom - Very
detailed images: full-resolution images,
info, dimensions - Great choice of editable
lock screen backgrounds - Nice animations
- “Center of the world”: collect artworks
around the world - Unique collection,
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supported by Wikipedia - Free to try - Over
400.000 artworks 2 Free to try, An
extensive collection of artworks from
around the world, City Art Search has no
limitations and no hidden fees. CAS is
offered in 6 different languages: English,
French, German, Italian, Spanish and
Portuguese. 3 No subscription, No
restrictions, no hidden fees, no
registrations, no requests and no annoying
advertising. We respect your privacy and
don’t collect any personal data. 5 Support,
24/7 support, 24/7 translations, 5
languages and 23 default currencies. 10
Purchased before end of the trial period,
Purchased before end
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 64-bit / Vista 64-bit / XP 64-bit
3GHz Processor 1GB RAM DirectX 9.0c
Minimum 2580 MB of available hard disk
space The recommended configuration is:
Processor: 3GHz Core i7 RAM: 4GB OS:
Windows 7 64-bit / Vista 64-bit / XP 64-bit
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 550 / ATI
Radeon HD 5770 DirectX: 9.0c Windows
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